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I. INTRODUCTION
The main objective of sampling is to estimate the population mean of the study variable on the basis of selecting a random sample of size n from the population of sizeN. In this connection, a finite population U = U 1 , U 2 , … , U N of N distinct and identifiable units has been considered for the estimation of the finite population mean. Let Y(X) denote the study (auxiliary) variable taking values Y i X i , i = 1,2, … , N and is measured onU i . Ratio estimator is used to improve the precision of the estimator based on SRSWOR sample mean by making use of the information of auxiliary variable which is positively correlated with that of the study variable.For a detailed discussion on the ratio estimator and its related problems the readers are referred to the text books by Cochran (1977) and Murthy (1967) . The efficiency of the ratio estimator can be improved further with the help of known parameters of the auxiliary variable such as, correlation coefficient, coefficient of variation, Skewness, Kurtosis, Quartiles etc. The resulting estimators are called in literature as modified ratio estimators. See for example Adepoju and Shittu (2013) , Das and Tripathi (1978) Recently a new median based ratio estimator that uses the population median of the study variableYhas been introduced by Subramani (2013) . From the median based ratio estimator,themedian based modified ratio estimators are developed by Subramani and Prabavathy (2014a , 2014b , 2015 . Recently Jayalakshmi et.al (2016), Srijaet.al.andSubramani et.al (2016) have introduced some ratio cum median based modified ratio estimators for estimation of finite population mean with known parameters of the auxiliary variable such as kurtosis, skewness, coefficient of variation and correlation coefficient and their linear combinations. In this paper, some more ratio cum median based modified ratio estimators with knownquartiles of the auxiliary variable and their linear combinations are introduced. Before discussing about the proposed estimators, we present the notations to be used and are as follows: In case of SRSWOR, the sample mean y is used to estimate population meanY which is an unbiased estimator. The SRSWOR sample mean together with its variance is given below:
The ratio estimator for estimating the population mean Y of the study variable Y is defined as
The mean squared error of Y R is given below:
where
The modified ratio estimatorY i with known parameter λ of the auxiliary variable for estimating the finite population mean Y is definedas
The mean squared error of Y i is as follows:
II. PROPOSED ESTIMATORS
In this section, some more ratio cum median based modified ratio estimators with known linear combinations of the known parameters of the auxiliary variable likeFirst Quartile 
III. EFFICIENCY COMPARISON
In this section, the efficiencies of proposed estimators given in (10) are assessed with that of SRSWOR sample mean ratio estimator and modifiedratio estimators in terms of variance/mean squared error. The results are as follows:
A) Comparison with that of SRSWOR sample mean
Comparing (11) and (2), it is noticed that the proposed estimators perform better than the SRSWOR sample mean if MSE Y P ≤ V y i.e., 
B) Comparison with that of Ratio Estimator
Comparing (11) and (4), it is noticed that the proposed estimators perform better than the ratio estimator if MSE Y P ≤ MSE Y R i.e., 
C) Comparison with that of Modified Ratio Estimators
Comparing (11) and (6), it is noticed that the proposed estimators perform better than the modified ratio estimators. The variance/mean squared error of the existing and proposed estimators at different values of 1 and 2 are given in the following table 
V. SUMMARY
In this paper we have proposed some more ratio cum median based modified ratio estimators with the known parameters such as quartiles Q 1 and Q 3 of the auxiliary variable andtheir linear combinations. The efficiencies of the proposed ratio cum median based modified ratio estimators are assessed algebraically as well as numerically with that of SRSWOR sample mean, ratio estimator and some of the modified ratio estimators. Further it is shown from the numerical comparison that the PREs of proposed ratio cum median based modified ratio estimators with respect to the existing estimators are more than 100. Hence the proposed ratio cum median based modified ratio estimators with known quartiles may be recommended for the use of practical applications.
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